
Cirium Connect Aviation APIs that transform the travel experience. 

Cirium Aviation API’s power your applications and solutions to provide competitive products to the 
industry. You can select from API’s that include but are not limited to, fl eet, aircraft, airlines, airports, 
schedules, fl ight-activity, connections, weather, NOTAM, Aeronautical information. 

Flight Status & Flight Activity
Monitor on-time performance of an airline and 
compare performance of multiple airlines & 
aircraft types by accessing fl ight status & fl ight-
activity positional data.  Dig deeper with Flight 
tracking APIs powered by Flightradar24, and 
compare planned fl ight path vs actual fl ight-
activity.

Cirium’s Flightstats.com uses Cirium fl ight activity API to 
present a detailed view of global fl ight activity

Flight Schedules
Gain understanding of traveller trends 
from scheduled fl ights by carrier, route and 
airport on any given date or time frame. Fuse 
schedules with Flight Status APIs to compare 
scheduled vs fl own operational information. 

Cirium’s Ideas page fuses the Cirium Schedules API with the 
fl ight activity API to compare operational performance in China



Fleets & Aircraft API
Identify developments across the global fl eet 
by accessing 400,000+ aircraft records by 
airline, aircraft type and region. Integrate fl eet 
data with your internal information to develop 
customizable applications that makes it easier 
to share aviation intelligence. 

Cirium’s Fleet & Aircraft API can be used to build applications 
in platforms such as Microsoft Teams or Salesforce

Airports & Airlines
Examine the operational effectiveness of 
all airlines & airports around the world by 
accessing data on route dynamics, OTP, 
specifi c aviation assets fl ying in and out of 
destinations. Together the airlines & airports 
API’s provide a clear view of activity across 
commercial aviation. 

Cirium’s Ideas page utilizes the airlines & airports API to 
monitor operational performance at route level

NOTAM
Get complex NOTAMs in a structured machine-
readable form by accessing the most recent 
global or regional set of NOTAMs which affect 
any fl ight, aerodrome, FIR or airspace of interest.  

Cirium’s NOTAM API provides unmatched situational 
awareness and can be integrated into applications

Aeronautical 
Digitize and improve post fl ight operation 
analysis by accessing aeronautical APIs 
that  are equivalent to a commercial Flight 
Management System on global airspace, 
airports, en-route airways, waypoints, navaids, 
and FIRs 

Cirium’s Aeronautical APIs are enhanced, fi ltered and made 
available in AIXM & GeoJSON

Cirium Connect APIs are available through the Cirium developer centre. You can also fi nd API’s for 
weather, and regulation and reference data, in addition to those listed above. Read more about 
the full suite of Cirium Connect APIs at www.Cirium.com/connect or access the Cirium developer 
centre at www.developer.fl ightstats.com


